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Mission Control

FEATURE BRIEF

Bring order to the chaos of your security operations

Bring order to the chaos of your security operations

Now more than ever, your security team is faced with a wide range of challenges that span across people, process 

and technology. TDIR is spread across siloed tools while security insights are diffused across interfaces. This makes it 

difficult to achieve intelligent situational awareness or accurately assess security posture. Furthermore, security 

operations center (SOC) procedures and data are scattered across different systems making things difficult when 

investigating and responding to basic and advanced attacks. Finally, your analysts are forced to investigate and 

respond manually to a continuous flood of incidents, resulting in slow incident response and reactive security 

operations.

It’s time to bring order to the chaos of your security operations with Mission Control. As an integral feature of 

Splunk® Enterprise Security, Mission Control unifies your workflows across detection, investigation and response.  

Coupled with Splunk's leading SOAR solution, automated playbooks are infused with threat intelligence that brings 

together and normalizes the scoring of data sources. This helps you take action based on prioritized insights, simplify 

operations by codifying your processes into response templates, and modernize your SOC with security automation.

Adopting Mission Control unifies your security operations across Splunk’s industry-leading security technologies and 

partner ecosystem within one work surface. This allows you to better understand business risk by seeing the entire 

picture of security insights and trends to detect what matters, investigate holistically and respond intelligently.

Unify threat detection, 
investigation and 
response (TDIR) 
capabilities  

Simplify your 
security workflows 

Modernize and 
empower your 
security operations  
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Icon Library Pro Tip

To easily browse our 400+ icon library, right-click 
and copy this link url. Hover over an image and 
right-click. Select Replace Image and choose 
Drive. In the left toolbar that appears, locate the 
search icon and paste the URL into the search box. 
Video tutorial.

https://www.splunk.com/en_us/products/enterprise-security.html
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/products/splunk-security-orchestration-and-automation.html
https://www.splunk.com/en_us/pdfs/feature-brief/splunk-threat-intelligence-management.pdf
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rVTWmEbGYZdc6nCTNihRmNFlCGM6I_zM&usp=drive_fs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=18S6LnVNK6VTLKAFgcCiFbOHNOvntezjt&usp=drive_fs
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Capabilities 

Security analytics: See a single queue of all 
your high fidelity incidents consisting of your 
prioritized Splunk Enterprise Security notables and 
risk notables.

Standardized SOC processes: Speed up 
investigations with pre-built OOTB response templates 
that include embedded searches, actions, and 
playbooks to empower security analysts.

Orchestration, automation and response: 
From day one, Mission Control users are able to launch 
Splunk SOAR playbooks to automate tasks and 
actions, all from within the Mission Control interface.

Case management: Within your response 
templates, you may add custom notes containing 
intelligence data where needed and upload relevant 
files to document work within an incident 
investigation.

Metrics and reporting: Historical data from 
your response template tasks are stored within 
Mission Control allowing for detailed SOC metrics, 
reporting and auditability.

Embedded Splunk search: Mission Control 
comes equipped with native Splunk search surfaced in 
the Mission Control interface so you can conduct a 
search from within an incident without pivoting.

Threat intelligence management: Threat 
Intelligence Management provides SOC analysts with 
actionable intelligence and associated normalized risk 
scores for risk notable events.

Customer outcomes

Quickly understand business risk

Mission Control allows you to determine risk faster, 
understand your priorities and close the right cases 
faster. See the entire picture of security insights and 
trends when you unify your SOC tools and data in a 
single work surface to detect what matters, 
investigate holistically and respond intelligently. 
Operate bi-directionally across Splunk Enterprise 
Security and Splunk SOAR to pivot less between 
consoles and fuse threat intelligence into the process 
to decrease the time it takes to determine risk.

Streamline your security operations

Improve SOC process adherence when you codify 
your operating procedures into pre-defined templates. 
Model your response plans based on pre-built 
templates that can be used for security use cases such 
as “Encoded PowerShell Response,” “Insider Threat” 
or “Ransomware.” Or build your own templates based 
on your established processes that are scattered 
across systems to finally achieve repeatable security 
operations. This allows you to rapidly initiate 
investigations in response to Splunk Enterprise 
Security detections.

Be proactive and accelerate response 
with automation

Automate manual, repetitive security processes across 
your integrated security stack for more proactive, 
empowered security operations. Ensure Splunk 
Enterprise Security detections are responded to 
automatically and free up time to focus on 
mission-critical objectives. Run playbooks and actions 
directly within Mission Control to reduce console 
pivoting. Access Splunk’s open and broad connector 
ecosystem on Splunkbase to plug and play with the 
integrations you need across your security and IT use 
cases.

http://splunk.com/asksales
http://splunk.com

